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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description The Home of No Hidden Fee's,Xtreme Outdoors Little Guy teardrop trailer Mini
MAX FX highlights:U-Shaped Dinette6 Cu. Ft. RefrigeratorWet BathFlexible
Sleeping25 Gal. Fresh Water Tank13,500 BTU A/C This Little Guy teardrop trailer
is designed to deliver the maximum amount of fun in a compact package! It
features the same layout as the standard Mini MAX model, but includes a larger 6
cu. ft. refrigerator, a pass-through storage, and a shower with a sink! This trailer
can easily be towed by a small SUV or well-equipped crossover, and it is a tough
trailer that offers 15" premium tires, Azdel composite sidewalls, insulated dual-
pane windows, an exterior entertainment center, and a friction-hinge entry door.
Despite its compact size, this trailer still offers you a spacious interior living
space with its 6' 1" interior height. You are going to absolutely love how easy it is
to move and store the Xtreme Outdoors Little Guy teardrop trailer! Compact,
lightweight, and full of features, the Little Guy trailers inspire thousands to live
their best camping life with uncomplicated style. Some of the features the Little
Guy offers are the 100% hardwood cabinetry, the 16,000 BTU furnace, the air
conditioner, the exterior speakers, and the exterior storage compartment. There
are Euro-style acrylic windows that seal in your trailer's heat or cool air, and you
can add a solar panel to provide power while you're off-grid.
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2024 Little Guy MINI MAX FX $32,995
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 000153
VIN Number: 7RUTT1815R1000153
Condition: New

Item address 13239 S. I-35, 76272, Valley View, Texas, United States
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2024 Little Guy MINI MAX FX $32,995
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